
EUROPEAN PEDIGREE for SHAMAKIYA (IRE) - Three Dams

SHAMAKIYA (IRE)
(Bay mare 2006)

Sire:
INTIKHAB (USA)
(Bay 1994)

Red Ransom (USA)
(Bay 1987)

Roberto (USA)

Arabia (USA)

Crafty Example (USA)
(Chesnut 1987)

Crafty Prospector (USA)

Zienelle (USA)

Dam:
SHAMADARA (IRE)
(Bay 1993)

Kahyasi
(Bay 1985)

Ile de Bourbon (USA)

Kadissya (USA)

Shamarzana
(Bay 1987)

Darshaan

Sharmeen (FR)

SHAMAKIYA (IRE) (2006 mare by INTIKHAB (USA)); in France, won 2 races and placed twice, £64,927 at 3 years;  Prix de Thiberville,won
Longchamp, , 1m 4f, 2009;  in Prix de Royaumont, Chantilly, , 1m 4f, 2009;  in Prix de Malleret, Saint-Cloud, , 1mL second Gr.3 third Gr.2
4f, 2009, exported to France; dam of 7 known foals; 3 known runners; 3 known winners
SHAMKALA (FR) (2011 mare by PIVOTAL (GB)); in France, won 1 race, £9,756 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed once, £95,083 at 3

years;  Prix Cleopatre, Saint-Cloud, , 1m 2f 110y, 2014, exported to France; dam of-won Gr.3
(2016 horse by SEA THE STARS (IRE)).

Shahnila (FR) (2012 mare by ELUSIVE CITY (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam of-
Union (IRE) (2017 colt by NEW APPROACH (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years.
Star of Saints (FR) (2018 filly by SEA THE STARS (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.

Shamshad (FR) (2013 horse by SEA THE STARS (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 3 years; in Italy, placed twice, £11,333 at 4 years, won 1
race, £7,079 at 5 years, placed once, £864 at 6 years;  in Premio Roma Vecchia, Rome, , 1m 6f, 2017;  in Premio UNIRE,second L third
Naples, , 1m 3f, 2017.L

Shauqat (FR) (2015 horse by REDOUTE'S CHOICE (AUS)), unraced in GB/IRE.
SHAMIYLA (FR) (2016 mare by KINGMAN (GB)); in France, won 1 race and placed once, £19,641 at 3 years.
(2017 filly by DAWN APPROACH (IRE)).
(2018 filly by GOLDEN HORN (GB)).
No Return in 2017.
No Return in 2018.

1st dam.
SHAMADARA (IRE) (1993 mare by KAHYASI); Jt 3rd top rated 3yr old filly in Ireland in 1996; in GB/IRE, placed twice, £45,321 at 3 years;

in France, won 2 races and placed once, £52,825 at 3 years;  Prix de Malleret, Longchamp, , 1m 4f, 1996;  in Kildangan Studwon Gr.2 second
Irish Oaks, Curragh, , 1m 4f, 1996, exported to France; dam of 12 known foals; 10 known runners; Gr.1 9 known winners
SHAMDALA (IRE) (2002 mare by GRAND LODGE (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced, £3,750 at 3 years, unplaced, £3,713 at 4 years; in

France, won 4 races and placed twice, £119,405 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £102,310 at 4 years; in Hong Kong, unplaced,
£56,300 at 3 years, placed once, £120,962 at 4 years; in Italy, won 1 race, £93,793 at 4 years;  Gran Premio di Milano, Milan, ,won Gr.1
1m 4f, 2006, Prix Vicomtesse Vigier, Longchamp, , 1m 7f 110y, 2006, Prix Hubert de Chaudenay Casino Barriere, Longchamp, Gr.2

, 1m 7f, 2005, Prix de Lutece, Longchamp, , 1m 7f, 2005, Prix de Thiberville, Longchamp, , 1m 4f, 2005;  in P.duGr.2 Gr.3 L second
Cadran Casino les Princes Barriere, Longchamp, , 2m 4f, 2006;  in Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Vase, Sha Tin, , 1m 4f,Gr.1 third Gr.1
2006, Prix Royal-Oak, Longchamp, , 1m 7f 110y, 2005, exported to France; dam of-Gr.1
SHAMSIKHAN (IRE) (2009 gelding by DR FONG (USA)); in France, won 1 race, £8,333 at 3 years; in GB/IRE over , placedhurdles

once, £1,431 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed once, £6,083 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.
Shamsa (FR) (2008 mare by SELKIRK (USA)); in France, placed once, £2,844 at 3 years, exported to France; dam of-

SHAMSABAD (FR) (2015 gelding by ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE)); in France, won 1 race and placed 5 times, £21,194 at 3
years, won 2 races and placed 4 times, £47,389 at 4 years.

Shahnaz (FR) (2013 mare by DARK ANGEL (IRE)); in France, placed 3 times, £5,073 at 3 years; in Germany, placed twice, £1,154
at 4 years.

Shamsoun (FR) (2014 gelding by MEDICEAN (GB)); in France, unplaced at 3 years, placed once, £1,681 at 4 years, unplaced at 5
years.

Shamrad (FR) (2016 gelding by CASAMENTO (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years.
Shamdak (FR) (2017 colt by INTELLO (GER)), unraced in GB/IRE.

SHAMAKIYA (IRE) (2006 mare by INTIKHAB (USA)), see above.
SHAMANOVA (IRE) (2007 mare by DANEHILL DANCER (IRE)); in France, won 2 races and placed 4 times, £85,221 at 3 years, won 1



race and placed 5 times, £77,931 at 4 years;  Prix La Moskowa, Chantilly, , 1m 7f, 2011;  in Abu Dhabi Prix de Malleret,won L second
Saint-Cloud, , 1m 4f, 2010, Prix Minerve- Shadwell, Deauville, , 1m 4f 110y, 2010, Prix de Lutece, Longchamp, , 1m 7f,Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.3
2010, Prix Allez France, Chantilly, , 1m 2f, 2011;  in Prix Maurice de Nieuil, Longchamp, , 1m 6f, 2011, Prix de PomoneGr.3 third Gr.2
- Haras d'Etreham, Deauville, , 1m 4f 110y, 2011, Qatar Prix Gladiateur, Longchamp, , 1m 7f 110y, 2011, exported to France;Gr.2 Gr.3
dam of-
SHAHINDA (FR) (2014 mare by SEA THE STARS (IRE)); in France, won 1 race and placed once, £7,351 at 3 years, exported to

France.
Shahmeen (FR) (2013 mare by SHAMARDAL (USA)); in France, unplaced at 3 years; dam of-

(2018 colt by INTELLO (GER)).
Shabana (FR) (2015 mare by PIVOTAL (GB)); in France, unplaced at 3 years.
Shanndoura (FR) (2016 mare by OASIS DREAM (GB)); in France, unplaced, £496 at 3 years.

Shamdara (IRE) (1998 mare by DR DEVIOUS (IRE)); in France, won 1 race and placed twice, £19,399 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed
once, £9,570 at 4 years;  in Prix Petite Etoile, Saint-Cloud, , 1m 2f 110y, 2001;  in Prix de Malleret, Saint-Cloud, , 1msecond L third Gr.2
4f, 2001; dam of-
SHAMDINAN (FR) (2004 horse by DR FONG (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced, £2,027 at 3 years; in France, placed once, £2,483 at 2

years, won 1 race and placed twice, £126,724 at 3 years; in USA, won 1 race and placed once, £440,816 at 3 years, unplaced, £572 at
4 years;  Secretariat Stakes, Arlington International, , 1m 2f, 2007;  in John Deere Breeders' Cup Turf, Monmouthwon Gr.1 second
Park, , 1m 4f, 2007;  in Prix du Jockey Club - Mitsubishi Motors, Chantilly, , 1m 2f 110y, 2007, sire in ItalyGr.1 third Gr.1

SHAHWARDI (FR) (2006 gelding by LANDO (GER)); in GB/IRE, placed twice, £6,254 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years, placed once,
£10,252 at 6 years, placed once, £11,184 at 7 years; in Australia, won 1 race, £90,789 at 6 years; in France, won 3 races and placed
once, £65,679 at 3 years, placed once, £6,903 at 4 years, placed 4 times, £14,613 at 5 years, placed 3 times, £28,584 at 6 years,
unplaced at 7 years, unplaced at 8 years;  Sportingbet Herbert Power Stakes, Caulfield, , 1m 4f, 2012, Prix Turenne,won Gr.2
Chantilly, , 1m 4f, 2009;  in Darley Prix Kergorlay, Deauville, , 1m 7f, 2012, Prix Maurice de Nieuil, Longchamp, ,L third Gr.2 Gr.2
1m 6f, 2012, Prix du Conseil de Paris, Longchamp, , 1m 4f, 2009, Prix Lord Seymour, Longchamp, , 1m 4f, 2010, Betfair FredGr.2 L
Archer Stakes, Newmarket, , 1m 4f, 2010, exported to FranceL

SHAMKHAL (FR) (2008 gelding by TIGER HILL (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years; in France, placed 3 times, £9,095 at 3 years;
in GB/IRE over , won 1 race and placed once, £4,933 at 4 years.hurdles

SHAMANKIYNA (FR) (2012 mare by AZAMOUR (IRE)); in France, won 1 race and placed twice, £12,635 at 3 years; dam of-
SMOKEY BEAR (IRE) (2017 colt by KODIAC (GB)); in GB/IRE, won 2 races and placed twice, £11,923 at 2 years.

BENEFACTION (IRE) (2014 mare by NATHANIEL (IRE)); in France, won 1 race and placed once, £10,769 at 3 years; dam of-
(2019 colt by SIYOUNI (FR)).

Montesinos (FR) (2005 horse by HIGHEST HONOR (FR)); in Spain, unplaced at 2 years, placed twice, £1,875 at 3 years.
Shady Sham (IRE) (2016 mare by SHAMARDAL (USA)); in France, placed twice, £6,315 at 3 years, exported to France.
Shapoura (FR) (2007 mare by SINNDAR (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

L'OPTIMISTE (FR) (2013 gelding by MAKFI (GB)); in France, placed once, £2,757 at 3 years, won 2 races and placed 6 times,
£24,136 at 4 years, won 4 races and placed 6 times, £41,373 at 5 years, placed twice, £5,631 at 6 years.

L'ARNACOEUR (FR) (2012 gelding by MAKFI (GB)); in France, unplaced at 3 years, won 3 races and placed 3 times, £25,368 at 4
years, placed twice, £4,880 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.

General Joe (IRE) (2017 gelding by SIYOUNI (FR)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £1,020 at 2 years.
La Distraite (FR) (2014 mare by MAKFI (GB)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced, £385 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
Miracle (FR) (2015 horse by MAKFI (GB)); in France, unplaced at 3 years.
(2018 colt by EXCEED AND EXCEL (AUS)).
(2019 colt by CHURCHILL (IRE)).

Shazoud (FR) (2010 horse by MANDURO (GER)), unraced in GB/IRE.
SHAMDIAN (IRE) (2000 gelding by INDIAN RIDGE); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years; in Denmark, unplaced, £98 at 8 years; in France,

placed 4 times, £10,487 at 3 years; in Italy, won 3 races and placed 8 times, £12,050 at 5 years, won 4 races and placed 4 times, £12,539
at 6 years, won 4 races and placed twice, £15,192 at 7 years, unplaced at 8 years; in GB/IRE over , won 1 race and placed twice,hurdles
£6,188 at 4 years; in Sweden over jumps, unplaced at 11 years, placed once, £749 at 12 years, exported to Italy.

SHADIYNA (IRE) (2005 mare by DUBAI DESTINATION (USA)); in France, placed twice, £4,966 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed
twice, £27,573 at 3 years; in USA, placed once, £9,540 at 4 years, exported to France; dam of-
(2010 horse by HARLAN'S HOLIDAY (USA)).
Blue Hole (JPN) (2011 horse by HARLAN'S HOLIDAY (USA)); in Japan, unplaced at 2 years.
World Moon (JPN) (2013 mare by ADMIRE MOON (JPN)), unraced in GB/IRE.

SHADARPOUR (IRE) (2009 gelding by DR FONG (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years, placed twice, £1,090 at 5 years, unplaced at 6
years; in GB/IRE in , placed once, £382 at 4 years; in France, placed 3 times, £5,792 at 3 years; in GB/IRE over ,N.H. Flat races hurdles
unplaced at 3 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £2,768 at 4 years, won 2 races, £7,018 at 5 years, placed 3 times, £4,126 at 6 years,
unplaced at 7 years, placed once, £800 at 9 years

SHADAGANN (IRE) (2010 gelding by INVINCIBLE SPIRIT (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £1,733 at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years, won 1
race and placed 3 times, £8,117 at 4 years, won 2 races and placed twice, £41,163 at 5 years, placed twice, £3,301 at 6 years, placed 3
times, £3,690 at 7 years, placed 5 times, £6,301 at 8 years; in GB/IRE over , won 1 race and placed once, £6,918 at 5 years,hurdles
unplaced at 6 years, won 1 race, £10,530 at 7 years.

SHAMA (IRE) (2011 mare by DANEHILL DANCER (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £433 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed once, £3,689
at 3 years; dam of-
SHREWDNESS (GB) (2016 mare by LAWMAN (FR)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed 4 times, £8,068 at 3

years, exported to USA.
Kew Palace (GB) (2017 filly by KINGMAN (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Stimulate (GB) (2018 filly by MOTIVATOR (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.

Shamarzi (IRE) (2008 horse by AZAMOUR (IRE)); in France, placed once, £3,103 at 3 years, unplaced, £792 at 4 years, placed once, £732



at 5 years; in France over jumps, unplaced at 5 years, exported to France.
Shamdiyna (IRE) (2001 mare by MACHIAVELLIAN (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

Pale Captive (IRE) (2006 mare by BARATHEA (IRE)); in France, placed once, £882 at 2 years, placed 3 times, £8,495 at 3 years, placed
once, £2,920 at 4 years, exported to France; dam of-
GAEA (FR) (2013 mare by PRINCE ARCH (USA)); in France, placed twice, £4,225 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times,

£22,500 at 3 years, placed once, £2,735 at 4 years, placed once, £885 at 5 years.
Bold Dino (FR) (2016 horse by DOCTOR DINO (FR)); in France, unplaced, £1,416 at 2 years, unplaced, £856 at 3 years.
Pale Perfect (FR) (2017 colt by MASTERSTROKE (USA)); in France, unplaced, £2,316 at 2 years.

Emerald Fields (IRE) (2008 mare by WHIPPER (USA)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, placed 3 times, £10,044 at 3 years, exported to
France.

Lost Path (IRE) (2009 mare by TIGER HILL (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France.
Shimrana (IRE) (2004 mare by DAYLAMI (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to Germany; dam of-

SHIMRANO (GER) (2012 horse by MONSUN (GER)); in Australia, unplaced, £1,485 at 4 years; in France, unplaced at 4 years; in
Germany, won 1 race, £2,500 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed once, £42,791 at 3 years;  Oppenheim Union-Rennen, Cologne, won

, 1m 3f, 2015, G.P. Hannoverschen Volksbank Derby Trial, Hannover, , 1m 3f, 2015Gr.2 L
SHAZAAM (GER) (2011 horse by MONSUN (GER)); in Germany, won 1 race and placed once, £2,683 at 2 years, placed twice, £5,500

at 3 years; in Slovakia, unplaced, £2,500 at 3 years; in France over jumps, placed once, £3,967 at 3 years.
SHINZARO (GER) (2014 horse by INVINCIBLE SPIRIT (IRE)); in Germany, won 1 race, £2,206 at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years.
Shamanda (GER) (2010 mare by ZAMINDAR (USA)); in Germany, placed once, £833 at 2 years, placed 3 times, £2,440 at 3 years,

placed twice, £709 at 4 years, exported to Germany; dam of-
SHAMOX (GER) (2016 horse by MAXIOS (GB)); in Germany, placed once, £531 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £4,144 at

3 years.
SHAMANDO (GER) (2017 colt by SOLDIER HOLLOW (GB)); in Italy, won 1 race, £3,153 at 2 years.

Shamdara (GER) (2016 horse by SHAMARDAL (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Shamaro (GER) (2017 colt by MAXIOS (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Shayasi (GER) (2018 colt by SOLDIER HOLLOW (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.

2nd dam.
SHAMARZANA (1987 mare by DARSHAAN); in GB/IRE, placed once, £665 at 3 years, exported to France; dam of 9 known foals; 5 known

runners; .3 known winners
SHAMADARA (IRE) (1993 mare by KAHYASI), see above.
SHAMARZIAN (IRE) (1995 horse by THATCHING); in France, unplaced at 4 years; in France over jumps, won 1 race, £1,921 at 5 years,

won 1 race, £2,061 at 7 years, won 1 race, £2,182 at 8 years, won 1 race, £2,366 at 9 years, exported to France.
SHAMARDAR (IRE) (1992 horse by GREEN DESERT (USA)); in France, won 1 race and placed once, £13,283 at 3 years, placed once,

£1,111 at 6 years, unplaced at 7 years; in France over jumps, unplaced at 6 years, exported to France.
Shamsoun (IRE) (1997 horse by BARATHEA (IRE)); in France, placed once, £1,729 at 3 years, exported to France.
Shamad (IRE) (1994 horse by SUBOTICA (FR)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France.
shamirzan (IRE) (1996 horse by TIROL); in France, unplaced at 4 years, exported to France.
(1999 mare by KAHYASI); died as a yearling.
Shamaroun (IRE) (2000 horse by DANEHILL (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
(2001 horse by POLISH PRECEDENT (USA)), exported to France.

3rd dam.
SHARMEEN (FR) (1972 mare by VAL DE LOIR); in France, placed once, 6000 francs at 2 years, won 1 race and placed 4 times, 65920 francs at

3 years; dam of 9 known foals; 8 known runners; .5 known winners
SHERGAR (1978 horse by GREAT NEPHEW); Champion 3yr old in Europe in 1981; in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed once, £17,456 at 2

years, won 5 races and placed once, £394,645 at 3 years;  Irish Sweeps Derby, Curragh, , 1981, King George VI & Queenwon Gr.1
Elizabeth Stakes, Ascot, , 1981, Derby Stakes, Epsom, , 1981, Guardian Newspaper Classic Trial, Sandown Park, , 1981,Gr.1 Gr.1 Gr.3
Chester Vase, Chester, , 1981;  in William Hill Futurity Stakes, Doncaster, , 1m, 1980;  in St Leger Stakes,Gr.3 second Gr.1 fourth
Doncaster, , 1981; sireGr.1

SHARAMANA (IRE) (1991 mare by DARSHAAN); in France, won 2 races and placed once, £37,528 at 3 years;  Prix Minerve, Evry, won
, 1m 4f, 1994;  in Prix des Tuileries, Longchamp, , 1m 2f 110y, 1994, exported to France; dam of-Gr.3 second L

GIANT SANDMAN (IRE) (2007 horse by FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND (GB)); Top rated older sprinter in Germany in 2013, Champion
sprinter in Scandinavia in 2013; in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years; in France, unplaced at 6 years; in Germany, won 1 race, £32,520 at
6 years; in Norway, placed twice, £10,539 at 2 years, won 3 races, £17,431 at 3 years, won 2 races, £36,893 at 4 years, won 2 races
and placed once, £28,174 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed once, £24,888 at 6 years; in Sweden, unplaced, £1,495 at 2 years, placed
twice, £16,826 at 3 years, won 1 race, £28,735 at 4 years, won 1 race, £21,534 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed once, £28,381 at 6
years; in United Arab Emirates, unplaced at 7 years; in USA, placed once, £3,846 at 8 years;  Burda@Turf Goldene Peitsche,won
Baden-Baden, , 6f, 2013, Polar Cup, Ovrevoll, , 6f 110y, 2011, Norsk Jockeyklubs Sprintlop, Ovrevoll, , 6f 110y, 2012,Gr.2 Gr.3 L
Taby Varsprint, Taby, , 5f 110y, 2012, Taby Varsprint, Taby, , 5f 110y, 2013, WABA Europallers Sprintlop, Ovrevoll, , 5fL L L
110y, 2013, Travronden Taby Open Sprint Championship, Taby, , 5f 110y, 2011;  in Polar Cup, Ovrevoll, , 6f 110y,L second Gr.3
2013, Polar Cup, Ovrevoll, , 6f 110y, 2012, Brittfurn Taby Open Sprint Championship, Taby, , 5f 110y, 2013;  in Lost inGr.3 L third
the Fog Stakes, Golden Gate, 6f, 2015, exported to Norway

Shalamantika (IRE) (1999 mare by NASHWAN (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed 6 times, £14,670 at 3
years;  in EBF Harvest Stakes, Ascot, , 1m 3f 110y, 2002; dam of-third L
SHALANAYA (IRE) (2006 mare by LOMITAS (GB)); 4th top rated 3yr old filly in Europe in 2009; in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4

years; in Canada, placed once, £64,705 at 4 years; in France, won 3 races and placed once, £189,272 at 3 years, placed once,



£60,690 at 4 years; in Japan, placed once, £107,420 at 3 years;  Qatar Petroleum Prix de l'Opera, Longchamp, , 1m 2f,won Gr.1
2009, Prix de Liancourt, Longchamp, , 1m 2f 110y, 2009;  in Prix Ganay - Prix Air Mauritius, Longchamp, , 1m 2fL second Gr.1
110y, 2010;  in Fly Emirates E P Taylor Stakes, Woodbine, , 1m 2f, 2010, exported to France; dam of-third Gr.1
SHALAKAR (FR) (2013 gelding by CAPE CROSS (IRE)); in France, won 2 races and placed once, £26,691 at 3 years; in

GB/IRE over , placed once, £668 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed 5 times, £11,465 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.hurdles
SHAZIA (FR) (2014 mare by NEW APPROACH (IRE)); in France, placed once, £1,985 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed twice,

£8,205 at 3 years.
SHALLA (GB) (2015 mare by REDOUTE'S CHOICE (AUS)); in France, won 1 race, £11,062 at 3 years, exported to France.
Shalabini (IRE) (2016 horse by NATHANIEL (IRE)); in France, placed twice, £5,540 at 3 years, exported to France.
Shalamba (IRE) (2017 filly by ZOFFANY (IRE)); in France, placed once, £3,649 at 2 years, exported to France.
Shaliyan (FR) (2012 horse by SHAMARDAL (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
(2018 colt by EXCEED AND EXCEL (AUS)).

SHANKARDEH (IRE) (2008 mare by AZAMOUR (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £10,750 at 3 years; in France, won 3 races and
placed twice, £120,625 at 3 years;  Qatar Prix Chaudenay, Longchamp, , 1m 7f, 2011;  in I-Shares Lillie Langtrywon Gr.2 second
Stakes, Goodwood, , 1m 6f, 2011;  in Prix Royal-Oak, Longchamp, , 1m 7f 110y, 2011, Abu Dhabi Prix deGr.3 third Gr.1
Malleret, Saint-Cloud, , 1m 4f, 2011; dam of-Gr.2
SHANNKIYR (USA) (2016 horse by ELUSIVE QUALITY (USA)); in France, won 1 race and placed once, £11,721 at 3 years,

exported to France.
Shandaani (USA) (2014 horse by MORE THAN READY (USA)); in Italy, placed once, £1,128 at 3 years, exported to Italy.
Shahrik (USA) (2013 horse by SMART STRIKE (CAN)); in France, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years, exported to

France.
Shakdara (USA) (2015 mare by STREET CRY (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced, £796 at 3 years.
Shanndara (IRE) (2017 filly by MIZZEN MAST (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France.

SHAKANI (IRE) (2005 horse by ANABAA (USA)); in Morocco, won 9 races, exported to France.
SHALANGAR (IRE) (2007 horse by RED RANSOM (USA)); in France, won 2 races and placed twice, £24,292 at 3 years; in USA,

placed once, £5,496 at 5 years, placed once, £3,202 at 6 years, exported to France.
Shanya (IRE) (2010 mare by RAMONTI (FR)); in France, placed twice, £3,171 at 3 years, exported to Australia; dam of-

INTERLLECTUS (GB) (2015 horse by INTELLO (GER)); in New Zealand, won 1 race, £3,289 at 4 years, exported to Australia.
(2016 horse by SEBRING (AUS)).
(2017 filly by SO YOU THINK (NZ)).

Shaiyadima (IRE) (2004 mare by ZAMINDAR (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years; dam of-
Pedro Serrano (IRE) (2010 gelding by FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND (GB)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £963 at 2 years, placed once,

£378 at 6 years.
Livia Drusilla (IRE) (2011 mare by HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £433 at 2 years, unplaced at 3

years.
Red Charm (IRE) (2013 horse by ZOFFANY (IRE)); in Denmark, placed 3 times, £1,278 at 3 years; in Sweden, placed once,

£915 at 3 years, exported to Sweden.
Any Old China Cup (IRE) (2009 mare by ELUSIVE CITY (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Sharafat (IRE) (2012 gelding by APPROVE (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years.
(2015 horse by POWER (GB)), exported to China.
(2017 filly by NO NAY NEVER (USA)).

Shanndiyra (IRE) (2009 mare by KING'S BEST (USA)); in France, unplaced, £1,000 at 3 years, exported to France; dam of-
SHAHNAZA (FR) (2015 mare by AZAMOUR (IRE)); in France, placed once, £4,038 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed 4

times, £92,034 at 3 years, placed 3 times, £33,919 at 4 years;  Prix de la Seine, Parislongchamp, , 1m 3f, 2018; won L second
in Prix de Flore, Saint-Cloud, , 1m 2f 110y, 2018, Prix Zarkava -Fonds Euro.L'Elevage, Parislongchamp, , 1m 2fGr.3 L
110y, 2019;  in Prix Corrida, Saint-Cloud, , 1m 2f 110y, 2019, Qatar Prix de Royallieu, Parislongchamp, , 1mthird Gr.2 Gr.2
4f 110y, 2018, Prix Bertrand de Tarragon, Parislongchamp, , 1m 1f, 2018, Prix Allez France Longines, Parislongchamp,Gr.3

, 1m 2f, 2019, Prix de Liancourt, Parislongchamp, , 1m 2f 110y, 2018Gr.3 L
SHAHJALAL (FR) (2014 horse by EXCELEBRATION (IRE)); in France, won 2 races and placed twice, £14,701 at 3 years,

placed twice, £2,522 at 4 years.
(2017 colt by MASTERCRAFTSMAN (IRE)).
(2018 filly by CHARM SPIRIT (IRE)).

(2015 gelding by REDOUTE'S CHOICE (AUS)), exported to Hong Kong.
SHARPOUR (IRE) (2004 horse by DESERT SUN (GB)); in Czech Republic, won 1 race and placed once, £989 at 3 years, won 2 races

and placed 4 times, £4,696 at 4 years, won 4 races and placed once, £19,330 at 5 years, won 4 races and placed 3 times, £13,695 at 6
years, won 2 races and placed twice, £8,818 at 7 years, won 1 race and placed once, £6,065 at 8 years; in France, placed once, £4,118
at 4 years, placed once, £3,932 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years, unplaced at 8 years; in Germany, placed once, £118 at 3 years; in
Poland, won 1 race, £3,061 at 4 years; in Slovakia, placed once, £487 at 7 years, exported to France.

SHARDAKHAN (IRE) (2002 gelding by DR DEVIOUS (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 3hurdles
years, unplaced at 4 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £7,506 at 5 years, unplaced at 7 years, placed once, £315 at 9 years; in
GB/IRE over , placed twice, £1,947 at 5 years, won 3 races, £19,622 at 6 years, unplaced at 9 years; in GB/IRE in fences

, unplaced at 9 years.point-to-points
Shapour (IRE) (1997 horse by SADLER'S WELLS (USA)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £1,450 at 2 years, placed once, £299 at 3 years.
Shara (IRE) (1998 mare by KAHYASI); in GB/IRE, placed 3 times, £1,803 at 3 years; dam of-

SHABAHAR (IRE) (2004 gelding by HERNANDO (FR)); in GB/IRE, placed 3 times, £5,043 at 2 years, won 1 race, £5,603 at 3
years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £3,693 at 4 years.

SHARLANDA (IRE) (2010 mare by CHOISIR (AUS)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £1,301 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years; in GB/IRE
over , placed once, £543 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed once, £6,480 at 6 years, won 2 races, £12,373 at 7 years; inhurdles



GB/IRE over , won 1 race and placed 3 times, £12,689 at 7 years; dam of-fences
(2018 colt by OL' MAN RIVER (IRE)).

JAISALMER (IRE) (2012 gelding by JEREMY (USA)); in GB/IRE in , unplaced at 4 years; in GB/IRE over N.H. Flat races hurdles
, placed twice, £1,240 at 5 years, won 2 races, £9,487 at 6 years, placed once, £903 at 7 years, unplaced, £350 at 8 years; in
GB/IRE over , placed once, £2,913 at 6 years, placed once, £3,005 at 7 yearsfences

Sharatila (IRE) (2003 mare by KING'S BEST (USA)); in GB/IRE, placed 3 times, £5,506 at 2 years, placed 3 times, £2,744 at 3
years, exported to India; dam of-
Mountbatten (IND) (2009 gelding by ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE)); in India, placed once at 3 years, won 3 races and placed

twice at 4 years, won 3 races and placed 4 times at 5 years, placed twice at 6 years, placed twice at 7 years;  inthird
Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, Mumbai, , 1m 1f, 2015, Jewel Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, Mumbai, , 1m 1f,L L
2014.

Gentle Knowledge (IND) (2010 horse by NOVERRE (USA)); in India, won 6 races and placed 16 times;  in The Calcuttathird
Champion Sprint Trophy, Kolkata, , 6f, 2014.L

DUKE OF EARL (IND) (2012 horse by NOVERRE (USA)); in India, won 7 races and placed 11 times.
JOSHUA (IND) (2011 gelding by NOVERRE (USA)); in India, won 1 race and placed once, £13,534 at 3 years, won 1 race and

placed 4 times, £3,906 at 4 years, placed 5 times, £8,354 at 5 years, placed once, £316 at 6 years, unplaced, £325 at 7 years.
GOLD BOND (IND) (2014 mare by DEAN'S KITTEN (USA)); in India, won 4 races and placed 3 times.
(2008 horse by INTIKHAB (USA)).
Akki's Pet (IND) (2013 mare by MULL OF KINTYRE (USA)); in India, unplaced.
(2015 mare by DEAN'S KITTEN (USA)).

(2005 horse by DR FONG (USA)).
Sharift (IRE) (2006 mare by NIGHT SHIFT (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
Derek's Choice (IRE) (2008 mare by VERGLAS (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

(2017 colt by LIBERTARIAN (GB)).
(2018 colt by WORKFORCE (GB)).

(2016 gelding by DYLAN THOMAS (IRE)).
Shahrafi (IRE) (2006 gelding by BARATHEA (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £392 at 2 years, placed once, £517 at 3 years, placed 3

times, £2,939 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years, unplaced at 7 years, unplaced at 8 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 4 years,hurdles
unplaced at 7 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 7 years.fences

Sharafanya (IRE) (2000 mare by ZAFONIC (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-
WHASTON (IRE) (2005 gelding by HAWK WING (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £4,498

at 3 years, won 1 race and placed once, £3,685 at 4 years, placed twice, £322 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years; in GB/IRE over 
, placed twice, £391 at 4 years, placed once, £478 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.hurdles

PRIMORDIAL LIGHT (IRE) (2009 mare by ORATORIO (IRE)); in Italy, won 1 race and placed once, £5,137 at 2 years, won 1 race
and placed once, £3,733 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years, exported to Italy; dam of-
Degmar (ITY) (2017 colt by DOGMA NOIR (IRE)); in Italy, placed 3 times, £6,791 at 2 years.

Ceist Eile (IRE) (2006 mare by NOVERRE (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, placed twice, £2,725 at 3 years; dam of-
CEISTEACH (IRE) (2011 mare by NEW APPROACH (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £7,337 at 2 years, won 1 race, £8,338

at 3 years; in USA, won 1 race, £13,192 at 3 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £120,467 at 4 years;  Robert G Dickwon
Memorial Stakes, Delaware Park, , 1m 3f, 2015, Keertana Stakes, Churchill Downs, 1m 3f, 2015;  in Rood andGr.3 second
Riddle Dowager Stakes, Keeneland, , 1m 4f, 2015, Coolmore Canford Cliffs Stakes, Tipperary, , 7f, 2013Gr.3 L

STEIP AMACH (IRE) (2012 mare by VOCALISED (USA)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £35,383 at 2 years,
placed 5 times, £17,175 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £40,147 at 4 years; in Canada, unplaced, £2,941 at 4 years;
in France, placed 3 times, £55,047 at 4 years;  Amethyst Stakes, Leopardstown, , 1m, 2016, Killavullan Stakes,won Gr.3
Leopardstown, , 7f, 2014;  in Canford Cliffs EBF Athasi Stakes, Curragh, , 7f, 2016;  in Darley PrixGr.3 second Gr.3 third
Jean Romanet, Deauville, , 1m 2f, 2016, Prix Rothschild, Deauville, , 1m, 2016, Coolmore Stud Concorde Stakes,Gr.1 Gr.1
Tipperary, , 7f, 2015, TRM Ballyogan Stakes, Curragh, , 6f, 2015, ISF EBF Victor McCalmont Memorial Stakes,Gr.3 Gr.3
Gowran Park, , 1m 1f 110y, 2016, Platinum Stakes, Cork, , 1m, 2015, exported to FranceL L

FIUNTACH (IRE) (2013 mare by INTENSE FOCUS (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed twice,
£7,658 at 3 years.

Fidaaha (IRE) (2014 mare by NEW APPROACH (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
Ceistiu (IRE) (2016 mare by VOCALISED (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Textus Receptus (IRE) (2017 colt by AUSTRALIA (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.
(2018 colt by TEOFILO (IRE)).

Ratmansky (ITY) (2011 horse by MASTERCRAFTSMAN (IRE)); in Italy, placed 3 times, £10,210 at 2 years, placed 3 times, £6,266
at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.

Celebration Night (IRE) (2007 mare by HAWK WING (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to Germany; dam of-
CIAO CIELO (GER) (2012 gelding by LORD OF ENGLAND (GER)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race, £2,911 at 2 years, won 2 races,

£10,997 at 3 years, placed once, £385 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years; in GB/IRE over , placed 3 times, £2,517 at 4hurdles
years, unplaced at 5 years.

(2013 horse by SAMUM (GER)).
Celtina Z (SWE) (2015 mare by TERTULLUS (FR)); in Germany, unplaced at 3 years.

Saint Samson (IRE) (2008 horse by REFUSE TO BEND (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France.
Cainteach (IRE) (2015 horse by VOCALISED (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Voice Director (IRE) (2016 horse by VOCALISED (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.

Shaleela (IRE) (2008 mare by GALILEO (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-
Live By Night (GB) (2015 horse by OASIS DREAM (GB)); in Cyprus, placed twice at 3 years, placed 3 times at 4 years, exported to

Cyprus.



Shaleela's Dream (GB) (2016 gelding by OASIS DREAM (GB)); in GB/IRE, placed twice, £2,147 at 3 years.
Shaldana (GB) (2013 mare by DANEHILL DANCER (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Qubtaan (GB) (2014 gelding by OASIS DREAM (GB)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years.
(2018 filly by FASTNET ROCK (AUS)).
(2019 colt by CARAVAGGIO (USA)).

SHERNAZAR (1981 horse by BUSTED); in GB/IRE, placed once, £599 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £13,884 at 3 years, won
3 races, £53,337 at 4 years; in USA, unplaced, £17,241 at 4 years;  Geoffrey Freer Stakes, Newbury, , 1985, September Stakes,won Gr.2
Kempton Park, , 1985, Alycidon Stakes, Goodwood, , 1985;  in Gordon Stakes, Goodwood, , 1984;  in GreatGr.3 L second Gr.3 fourth
Voltigeur Stakes, York, , 1m 4f, 1984; sireGr.2

SHAIYNEEN (1977 mare by KALAMOUN); in France, won 2 races and placed once, 35200 francs at 3 years, exported to France; dam of-
RIAZA (GB) (1992 mare by SLIP ANCHOR); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years; in France, unplaced at 3 years; in Spain, won 2 races,

£16,509 at 3 years;  Premio Beamonte (Oaks), Madrid, , 1m 4f, 1995, exported to India; dam of-won L
Star Galaxy (IND) (2002 mare by PLACERVILLE (USA)); in India, won 2 races;  in Manjri Stud Breeders' Juv. Chmpnshipsecond

(f), Mumbai, , 1m, 2005L
GOBLET OF FIRE (IND) (1998 mare by PORTROE (USA)); in India, won 2 races; dam of-

GOBELIN (IND) (2004 mare by SENURE (USA)); in India, won 3 races;  Nanoli Stud Pune Derby, Pune, , 1m 2f, 2007.won L
Glorious Stride (IND) (2006 mare by SENURE (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.

SAYTARRA (IND) (1997 mare by PERSIAN BOLD); in India, won 1 race, £730 at 4 years.
SIMPLY AMAZING (IND) (2000 horse by DON'T FORGET ME); in India, won 1 race.

Shaynoor (1986 horse by NINISKI (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £4,464 at 3 years; in USA,
won 2 races, £26,677 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £27,629 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £15,588 at 6 years,
won 3 races, £37,066 at 7 years, won 1 race and placed once, £9,012 at 9 years, placed twice, £1,241 at 10 years;  in Orangethird
County Stakes, Los Alamitos, , 1m 110y, 1991, exported to USA.L

SHAIEEF (IRE) (1988 mare by SHAREEF DANCER (USA)); in GB/IRE, placed twice, £717 at 3 years, won 3 races, £7,325 at 4 years;
dam of-
Ottobre Rosso (GB) (1994 horse by BE MY CHIEF (USA)); in Italy, won 3 races and placed 7 times, £34,662 at 2 years, won 6

races and placed 5 times, £46,358 at 3 years, won 2 races and placed twice, £3,262 at 4 years, won 3 races and placed twice,
£12,457 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed 6 times, £4,657 at 6 years, placed 5 times, £1,457 at 7 years, placed once, £281 at 8
years;  in Criterium Varesino-Mem. Virginio Curti, Varese, , 7f 110y, 1996, exported to Italysecond L

KYLE OF LOCHALSH (GB) (2000 gelding by VETTORI (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed once,
£7,124 at 3 years, placed once, £213 at 4 years, won 2 races and placed 4 times, £8,895 at 5 years, won 2 races and placed 4
times, £8,386 at 6 years, unplaced at 7 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 4 years, placed twice, £1,881 at 5 years,hurdles
unplaced at 6 years, placed once, £167 at 7 years; in GB/IRE over , placed once, £334 at 7 years.fences

MIRROR LAD (GB) (2008 gelding by PROCLAMATION (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £192 at 2 years; in Sweden, placed 3
times, £3,619 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed once, £2,639 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £2,382 at 5 years, placed
twice, £505 at 6 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £2,816 at 7 years, won 1 race, £1,517 at 8 years, placed 4 times, £1,984 at 9
years, won 1 race, £1,983 at 10 years, placed once, £1,149 at 11 years, exported to Sweden.

SHARPY (GB) (1995 mare by SHARPO); in Turkey, won 1 race, £9,710 at 3 years, won 2 races, £36,067 at 4 years, won 1 race,
£13,112 at 5 years, exported to Turkey; dam of-
Moromu (TUR) (2005 mare by EAGLE EYED (USA)); in Turkey, placed 5 times, £6,751 at 2 years, placed 3 times, £6,395 at 3

years.
SPECIAL GREY (GB) (1997 horse by SADDLERS' HALL (IRE)); in Italy, won 3 races and placed 7 times, £5,222 at 3 years, won

1 race, £1,117 at 4 years, placed 4 times, £1,150 at 5 years, exported to Italy.
SIZIO PUBLIO (IRE) (1998 horse by ROYAL ABJAR (USA)); in Italy, won 2 races and placed 4 times, £5,752 at 3 years, won 2

races and placed 6 times, £9,183 at 4 years, placed 3 times, £1,164 at 5 years, exported to Italy.
CAPTURE THE MOMENT (GB) (1993 mare by KEEN); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed 6 times, £7,590 at 2 years, unplaced at

3 years, exported to Bahrain.
BOUNTY REEF (GB) (2006 mare by BAHAMIAN BOUNTY (GB)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed twice, £3,359 at 2 years,

placed once, £144 at 3 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 3 years; dam of-hurdles
Minnyvinny (GB) (2011 mare by MULTIPLEX (GB)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years.

Valtora (GB) (2003 mare by VETTORI (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £494 at 2 years, placed once, £226 at 3 years, unplaced at 5
years.

Billy Bowmore (GB) (2005 gelding by BAHAMIAN BOUNTY (GB)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £1,108 at 3 years, unplaced at 4
years.

(1999 mare by ROYAL ABJAR (USA)); died as a foal.
Woolfall Aimee (GB) (2002 mare by BENNY THE DIP (USA)); (died at 2 years.), unraced in GB/IRE

Shakana (1983 mare by GRUNDY); in GB/IRE, placed once, £1,962 at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years, placed once, £606 at 4 years; dam
of-
SHAKINSKI (GB) (1989 mare by NINISKI (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, won 2 races and placed once, £4,088 at 3 years,

placed once, £333 at 4 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 4 years.hurdles
SHERGAR GLOW (GB) (1991 mare by GLOW (USA)); in Hungary, won 1 race, £153 at 4 years, exported to Hungary.
Ganador (GB) (1992 mare by WELDNAAS (USA)); in GB/IRE, placed twice, £1,207 at 2 years, placed twice, £1,068 at 3 years,

placed once, £472 at 4 years; dam of-
Evermoore (GB) (1998 mare by THATCHING); in GB/IRE, placed twice, £455 at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4

years.
Grey Bird (IRE) (1997 mare by PRINCE OF BIRDS (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years.

Shahdji (1984 horse by ELA-MANA-MOU); (a twin); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, placed 3 times, £1,183 at 3 years; in Denmark,
placed once at 3 years, placed twice at 4 years; in Sweden, unplaced at 4 years, sire in Denmark, exported to Denmark.



Shergress (GB) (1990 mare by SIBERIAN EXPRESS (USA)); in GB/IRE, placed 5 times, £2,710 at 3 years, placed twice, £662 at 4
years; dam of-
LA ZIA (IRE) (1998 mare by BARATHEA (IRE)); in Italy, won 1 race and placed once, £6,857 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed 5

times, £27,675 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £5,390 at 4 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £9,833 at 5 years; in
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, won 2 races and placed twice, £31,359 at 6 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £15,394 at 7 years,
placed once, £1,614 at 8 years, exported to Kingdom of Saudi Arabia; dam of-
Faaroua (KSA) (2009 horse by LORD OF MEN (GB)); in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
(2010 horse by KAPPA (USA)).
Mahboobat Deemah (KSA) (2011 mare by FRONDOSO (ARG)), unraced in GB/IRE.

LORD SHARPNESS (GB) (1996 horse by COLLEGE CHAPEL (GB)); in Japan, unplaced at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 8
times, £3,936 at 4 years, exported to Japan.

Shergael (IRE) (2001 gelding by BARATHEA (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years; in GB/IRE over ,hurdles
unplaced at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.

(2002 horse by CELTIC SWING (GB)).
(1984 horse by ELA-MANA-MOU); ((a twin)), exported to France.

SHERADHOUN (IRE) (1989 horse by DARSHAAN); in France, won 3 races, £31,992 at 3 years, exported to France.
Shapaara (1979 mare by RHEINGOLD); in GB/IRE, placed twice, £507 at 3 years, exported to France; dam of-

SARDARMATI (FR) (1988 horse by LASHKARI); in France, won 1 race and placed once at 2 years, won 1 race and placed twice at 3
years; in USA, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced, £3,729 at 4 years, won 4 races and placed twice, £16,721 at 5 years, unplaced, £321 at
6 years, placed twice, £734 at 7 years, unplaced, £82 at 8 years;  Prix Coupe des Trois Ans, Lyon, , 1991, exported to USA.won L

SHABARANA (FR) (1985 mare by NISHAPOUR (FR)); in France, won 2 races and placed once, £13,333 at 3 years, exported to France;
dam of-
SHANAWI (IRE) (1992 horse by CAERLEON (USA)); in France, placed once, £6,407 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed twice,

£27,784 at 3 years; in USA, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £56,370 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £103,107 at 5
years, placed twice, £10,000 at 6 years, won 1 race, £19,120 at 7 years, placed 3 times, £9,024 at 8 years, placed once, £1,820 at
9 years;  San Luis Obispo Handicap, Santa Anita, , 1m 4f, 1997, Grand Prix de Clairefontaine, Clairefontaine, , 1m 3f,won Gr.2 L
1995;  in Kobuk King Stakes, Del Mar, , 1m 3f, 1996;  in San Marcos Handicap, Santa Anita, , 1m 2f, 1997,second L third Gr.2
exported to France

Shallow Ground (IRE) (1996 mare by COMMON GROUNDS); in GB/IRE, placed once, £228 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed
twice, £7,879 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years;  in Cork Sprint Stakes, Cork, , 6f, 1999; dam of-second L
ABBEY THEATRE (GB) (2012 mare by CAPTAIN GERRARD (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years; in Serbia, won 1 race,

£288 at 3 years, won 1 race, £394 at 4 years, exported to Serbia.
INTUITION (GB) (2009 horse by MULTIPLEX (GB)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed once, £4,036 at 2 years, unplaced at 3

years.
Melilotus (FR) (2003 gelding by POLISH PRECEDENT (USA)); in GB/IRE, placed twice, £829 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years,

unplaced at 5 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 3 years, placed once, £1,033 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years.hurdles
Young Christian (GB) (2013 gelding by CAPTAIN GERRARD (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, placed 3 times, £833 at

3 years.
Sharpness (IRE) (2001 horse by REVOQUE (IRE)); in Belgium, unplaced at 3 years, exported to France.
Prodigal Daughter (GB) (2002 mare by ALHAARTH (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Foolish Optimist (GB) (2005 mare by CADEAUX GENEREUX); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years.
Compolina (GB) (2008 mare by COMPTON PLACE (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Autumn Draw (GB) (2010 gelding by MARJU (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years.
(2016 mare by HEERAAT (IRE)).

SHARBATA (IRE) (1993 mare by KAHYASI); in France, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £27,009 at 3 years, exported to France;
dam of-
SHARBAYAN (IRE) (1998 gelding by DOYOUN); in France, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £30,262 at 3 years; in USA, won

1 race, £23,397 at 4 years, won 4 races, £101,625 at 5 years, placed once, £7,687 at 6 years;  Sycamore Breeders' Cupwon
Stakes, Keeneland, , 1m 4f, 2003, Prix du Lys, Longchamp, , 1m 4f, 2001;  in Rossi Gold Stakes, ArlingtonGr.3 Gr.3 second
International, 1m 4f, 2004, exported to France

SHARBASIA (IRE) (2003 mare by KING'S BEST (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years; in France, unplaced, £655 at 3
years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced, £536 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 4 years,hurdles fences
unplaced at 5 years; in France over jumps, won 1 race, £22,466 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years;  Prix Finot Hurdlewon
(fillies), Auteuil, , 2m 2f, 2006.L

SHARALIYA (IRE) (2004 mare by DESERT PRINCE (IRE)); in France, placed once, £811 at 3 years; in France over jumps,
placed once, £1,608 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £21,456 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed once, £19,601 at 5
years, exported to France.

Sharbela (IRE) (1999 mare by LAKE CONISTON (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 3 years, exported to France.
Sharban (IRE) (2000 horse by GRAND LODGE (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France.
Sharaga (FR) (2005 mare by KALANISI (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Send To War (GB) (2006 mare by SENDAWAR (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.
(2010 mare by MEDAALY (GB)).
Leah's Little Star (IRE) (2012 gelding by CENTRAL PARK (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years; in

GB/IRE over , unplaced at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years.hurdles
(2015 mare by LOVELACE (GB)).

SHAMSHADAL (IRE) (1990 gelding by DARSHAAN); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years; in France, placed 3
times at 3 years; in GB/IRE over , placed 3 times, £714 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed twice, £3,555 at 5 years; inhurdles
GB/IRE over , unplaced at 5 years, exported to France.fences



SHARAZAD (IRE) (1995 mare by TENBY (GB)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, placed twice, £327 at 3 years, won 1 race and
placed 3 times, £3,010 at 4 years, exported to New Zealand; dam of-
BRAZILIAN PULSE (NZ) (2007 mare by CAPTAIN RIO (GB)); in Australia, won 5 races;  Crown Victoria Oaks,won

Flemington, , 1m 4f 110y, 2010, Wakeful Stakes, Flemington, , 1m 2f, 2010, Keith F Nolan Classic, Rosehill, Gr.1 Gr.2 Gr.3
, 1m 1f, 2011;  in Edward Manifold Stakes, Flemington, , 1m, 2010, Kewney Stakes, Flemington, , 7f, 2011;second Gr.2 Gr.2

 in Schweppes The 1000 Guineas, Caulfield, , 1m, 2010, Vinery Stud Storm Queen Stakes, Rosehill, , 1m 2f,third Gr.1 Gr.1
2011

MAN ON FIRE (NZ) (2002 gelding by BAHHARE (USA)); in New Zealand, won 1 race; in Singapore, won 2 races.
JINDABYNE LASS (NZ) (2001 mare by BAHHARE (USA)); in New Zealand, won 1 race.
King's Gift (NZ) (2003 gelding by BLACK MINNALOUSHE (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Captain Sharazad (NZ) (2005 horse by CAPTAIN RIO (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.
(2006 gelding by CAPTAIN RIO (GB)).
(2008 mare by USTINOV (AUS)).

MAIDU KING (IRE) (1997 horse by INDIAN RIDGE); in France, unplaced at 2 years, won 1 race and placed once, £6,604 at 3
years, placed 4 times, £2,716 at 4 years, exported to France.

Shabanaka (IRE) (1991 mare by DOYOUN); in France, placed twice at 3 years, exported to India; dam of-
Solidarity (IND) (1999 mare by WHITE CROWN (USA)); in India, placed 5 times.
Higher Than Hope (IND) (2000 horse by WHITE CROWN (USA)); in India, unplaced.

Shardia (IRE) (2003 mare by MARJU (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, placed twice, £595 at 3 years, exported to India; dam
of-
Supreme Commander (IND) (2014 horse by EXCELLENT ART (GB)); in India, placed once at 2 years, won 1 race and placed

7 times at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years;  in Guindy Grand Prix, Chennai, , 1m, 2017.third L
ASTATKI (IND) (2010 mare by KHELEYF (USA)); in India, won 2 races and placed 5 times, £6,663 at 4 years, placed 3 times,

£2,156 at 5 years.
(2008 mare by TIGER HILL (IRE)).
(2009 mare by PIVOTAL (GB)).
Lady Bond (IND) (2012 mare by ACE (IRE)); in India, unplaced.
Adam's Creation (IND) (2013 mare by ARAZAN (IRE)); in India, unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.

Truly Divine (GB) (2005 gelding by INVINCIBLE SPIRIT (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed twice, £753 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years,
placed 3 times, £766 at 5 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 5 years.hurdles

Bagger Vance (IRE) (1998 gelding by SPECTRUM (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 7 years; in GB/IRE in , unplacedN.H. Flat races
at 4 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 5 years, unplaced at 8 yearshurdles

Earl's Son (IRE) (2000 horse by EARL OF BARKING (IRE)); in USA, unplaced at 4 years, unplaced, £75 at 5 years, exported to
USA.

Cayetano (IRE) (2002 horse by MARJU (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years, exported to France.
Holy Moly (IRE) (2004 gelding by ALHAARTH (IRE)); in GB/IRE in , unplaced at 4 yearsN.H. Flat races

SHAMIRANA (FR) (1986 mare by DARSHAAN); in France, won 1 race, £2,737 at 3 years, exported to India; dam of-
BOLD CHIEFTAN (IND) (1997 gelding by PLACERVILLE (USA)); in India, won 10 races;  H.S.B.C. Cup, Calcutta, , 6f,won L

2002, Eveready Calcutta Gold Cup, Kolkata, , 1m, 2001, Chief Minister's Cup, Bangalore, , 6f, 2002;  in BangaloreL L second
Turf Club Trophy, Bangalore, , 6f, 2001, Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Bangalore, , 7f, 2002, Harvins Bangalore 2000L L
Guineas, Bangalore, , 1m, 2000;  in Chief Minister's Cup, Bangalore, , 6f, 2001L third L

SCENIC DANCER (IND) (1992 mare by SHAREEF DANCER (USA)); (died at 3); in India, won 2 races.
SPRITELY KNIGHT (IND) (1993 horse by RIYAHI); in India, won 4 races.
APPLEGATE (IND) (2000 horse by GREENSMITH); in India, won 2 races.
ALL STARS DANCER (IND) (1994 mare by RIYAHI); in India, won 1 race.
Shamaraya (IRE) (1991 mare by KAHYASI), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

(1996 mare by MAZAAD).
Si Senortia (IND) (1995 mare by RIYAHI), unraced in GB/IRE.
Si Senorita (IND) (1995 mare by RIYAHI), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

FAIR ALWAYS (IND) (2000 mare by ALNASR ALWASHEEK (GB)); in India, won 2 races;  London Club Worldwidewon
Indian1000 Guineas, Mumbai, , 1m, 2003;  in Poonawalla Breeders' Multi-Million, Mumbai, , 7f, 2003.L third L

RHAPSIDION SNOW (IND) (2003 mare by PLACERVILLE (USA)); in India, won 4 races;  The BTC Anniversary Cup,won
Bangalore, , 7f, 2008, The BTC Anniversary Cup, Bangalore, , 7f, 2009, A C Ardeshir Trophy, Mumbai, , 1m, 2009, AL L L
C Ardeshir Trophy, Mumbai, , 1m, 2009;  in Dr. S C Jain Sprinters' Trophy, Mumbai, , 6f, 2009;  inL second L third
Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Bangalore, , 7f, 2009, Usha Stud Farm/Breeders Mem Mile Cup, Malakpet, , 1m, 2009,L L
Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Bangalore, , 7f, 2008, A.S.J. Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, Mumbai, , 1m 1f, 2007L L

SHARIAKANNDI (FR) (1992 gelding by LASHKARI); in GB/IRE in , placed once, £364 at 4 years; in GB/IRE over N.H. Flat races
, placed once, £600 at 5 years, won 1 race, £2,373 at 6 years; in GB/IRE in , unplaced at 8 yearshurdles point-to-points

Shaltisha (FR) (1984 mare by AKARAD (FR)); in France, placed twice at 3 years, exported to Australia; dam of-
HUTT'S RUBY (AUS) (1993 mare by RUBITON (AUS)); in Australia, won 3 races.
SHALCLASE (AUS) (1994 horse by EUCLASE (AUS)); in Australia, won 1 race.
(1992 horse by BELLWATER (FR)).
Satisha (AUS) (1996 mare by SCENIC), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

Swedish Bitters (AUS) (2011 mare by WILANDER (AUS)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Shajara (FR) (1991 mare by KENDOR (FR)); in France, placed 4 times; dam of-

GOLDEN NEPI (IRE) (2000 mare by REVOQUE (IRE)); in Italy, won 1 race and placed 4 times, £42,132 at 2 years, won 2 races
and placed 3 times, £97,251 at 3 years; in USA, unplaced at 3 years;  Premio Regina Elena (1000 Guineas), Rome, , 1m,won Gr.2
2003, Premio Alessandro Perrone, Rome, , 5f 110y, 2002, Premio Torricola, Rome, , 1m, 2003;  in Premio VittorioL L second



Crespi, Milan, , 6f, 2002, Premio Divino Amore, Rome, , 5f, 2002;  in Premio Eupili-Trofeo Tattersalls, Milan, , 6f,L L third L
2002, exported to Italy

JUNIPER GIRL (IRE) (2003 mare by REVOQUE (IRE)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed once, £4,740 at 2 years, won 3 races
and placed 6 times, £27,756 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed once, £133,583 at 4 years, placed twice, £6,304 at 5 years; in
France, unplaced, £4,831 at 4 years; dam of-
KIFAAYA (GB) (2012 horse by INTIKHAB (USA)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £4,147 at 2 years; in Czech

Republic, unplaced at 3 years, won 1 race, £783 at 6 years; in Slovakia, placed twice, £1,085 at 3 years; in Czech Republic
over jumps, won 1 race and placed once, £2,265 at 3 years, placed once, £565 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed twice,
£4,975 at 5 years, placed once, £483 at 7 years; in Italy over jumps, won 3 races, £29,688 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed
twice, £41,846 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years, placed once, £2,910 at 7 years; in Poland over jumps, placed once, £648 at 4
years;  Gran Corsa Siepi di Merano Hurdle, Merano, , 2m 4f, 2017, Corsa Siepi dei 4 Anni Hurdle, Merano, , 2m 1fwon L L
110y, 2016, Criterium di Primavera 4yo Hurdle, Merano, , 2m 1f 110y, 2016;  in Gran Corsa Siepi di MilanoL second
Hurdle, Milan, , 2m 4f, 2017;  in Zlaty Pohar Chase, Pardubice, , 2m 6f, 2017, exported to Czech Republic.L third L

FORCED FAMILY FUN (GB) (2010 gelding by REFUSE TO BEND (IRE)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race, £2,264 at 2 years, won 1
race, £2,386 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed once, £4,041 at 4 years, placed twice, £2,647 at 5 years, placed once, £349 at 6
years, unplaced at 7 years; in GB/IRE over , won 1 race and placed once, £2,969 at 3 years, won 2 races and placedhurdles
once, £10,643 at 4 years, unplaced, £112 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.

KITTY'S COVE (GB) (2015 mare by HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed 3 times, £2,053 at 3 years, won 1 race
and placed 4 times, £6,971 at 4 years.

Purple Raven (GB) (2013 mare by POET'S VOICE (GB)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £241 at 2 years, placed 3 times, £1,154 at 3
years.

Duke's Girl (GB) (2014 mare by POET'S VOICE (GB)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, placed 5 times, £4,765 at 3 years; in
GB/IRE over , placed 5 times, £5,435 at 4 years, placed 4 times, £2,544 at 5 years.hurdles

(2018 colt by SIR PERCY (GB)).
(2019 filly by SIR PERCY (GB)).

Shabu (IRE) (2002 horse by REVOQUE (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed once, £437 at 2 years; in France, unplaced at 4 years; in Spain,
unplaced at 3 years, placed once, £345 at 4 years, exported to Spain.

Yorkshire Pride (IRE) (1997 mare by NIGHT SHIFT (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, exported to Sweden; dam of-
SANDY PRIDE (IRE) (2004 mare by REVOQUE (IRE)); in Denmark, placed once, £276 at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years; in

Sweden, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £10,884 at 2 years, placed once, £597 at 3 years, exported to Sweden.
XANTE (SWE) (2005 mare by XAAR (GB)); in Denmark, unplaced, £491 at 3 years; in Sweden, won 1 race, £2,240 at 2 years,

won 1 race and placed 4 times, £6,579 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
JEUNE FILS (SWE) (2008 gelding by JEUNE HOMME (USA)); in Denmark, unplaced, £230 at 3 years; in Norway, unplaced at

4 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £9,324 at 5 years; in Sweden, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £12,508 at 2 years,
placed 5 times, £4,966 at 3 years, placed once, £814 at 4 years.

Swedish Match (SWE) (2011 horse by SWEDISH SHAVE (FR)); in Sweden, placed once, £813 at 2 years.
Scarlett Pride (SWE) (2006 mare by INDIAN LODGE (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.

Sir Peace (IRE) (1998 horse by COMMON GROUNDS); in Germany, unplaced at 4 years, exported to Germany.
Stoney Cove (IRE) (2006 mare by NEEDWOOD BLADE (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

GENTLEMEN (GB) (2011 gelding by AD VALOREM (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years, won 2
races and placed 4 times, £9,757 at 4 years, won 5 races and placed 5 times, £45,820 at 5 years, placed 5 times, £6,187 at 6
years, won 1 race and placed 5 times, £10,830 at 7 years, won 2 races and placed 5 times, £14,331 at 8 years.

BERNIE'S BOY (GB) (2013 gelding by LILBOURNE LAD (IRE)); in GB/IRE, placed 5 times, £9,771 at 2 years, won 1 race
and placed 4 times, £8,159 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 5 times, £4,766 at 4 years, won 5 races and placed 7 times,
£26,633 at 5 years, placed 4 times, £6,677 at 6 years, placed once, £714 at 7 years.

SADHBH (IRE) (2014 mare by LILBOURNE LAD (IRE)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race, £3,881 at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years,
unplaced, £300 at 4 years.

Springstride (GB) (2012 mare by JEREMY (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years.
Hoof Patrol (IRE) (2015 horse by INTIKHAB (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
(2017 filly by ALHEBAYEB (IRE)).
(2018 colt by SWISS SPIRIT (GB)).

Headway (FR) (1996 horse by EXIT TO NOWHERE (USA)); in France, placed once, £754 at 3 years.
Shakoura (FR) (1987 mare by LABUS (FR)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

PIPPIN'S FORD (IRE) (1995 gelding by SHAHANNDEH); in GB/IRE in , won 1 and placed once, £3,185 at 4N.H. Flat races
years; in GB/IRE over , won 1 race and placed once, £5,207 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years, unplacedhurdles
at 7 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £7,957 at 9 years, placed twice, £2,775 at 10 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced atfences
5 years, unplaced at 6 years

Shakaraya (IRE) (1991 mare by TAGEL (USA)); in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years, unplaced at 7hurdles
years, unplaced at 10 years, unplaced at 12 years; dam of-
Keshcarrigen Coat (IRE) (1997 mare by DISTINCTLY NORTH (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 5 years, placed once, £455 at 6

years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years, placed once, £270 at 5 years.hurdles
(2004 gelding by LORD OF APPEAL (GB)).
Patsy Power (IRE) (2005 mare by SUBTLE POWER (IRE)); in GB/IRE in , unplaced at 7 years.point-to-points

(1993 horse by CASTLE KEEP); (died).
Makool (IRE) (1994 horse by SHAHANNDEH), unraced in GB/IRE.
(1996 mare by GREAT COMMOTION (USA)).
Little Nonnie (IRE) (1998 mare by BENEFICIAL (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

LETS HIGH FIVE IT (IRE) (2007 gelding by STOWAWAY (GB)); in GB/IRE in , placed once, £467 at 7 years;N.H. Flat races



in GB/IRE over , placed twice, £2,728 at 8 years, won 1 race and placed once, £4,948 at 9 years, placed once, £2,362hurdles
at 10 years, placed once, £2,029 at 11 years

(2002 mare by CASTLE KEEP).
Port Erne (IRE) (2003 gelding by STOWAWAY (GB)); in GB/IRE in , unplaced at 4 years; in GB/IRE over N.H. Flat races

, unplaced at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced, £70 at 6 yearshurdles fences
(2004 mare by STOWAWAY (GB)).
(2005 mare by STOWAWAY (GB)).
(2006 mare by STOWAWAY (GB)).
(2008 horse by STOWAWAY (GB)).
Joe's Shop (IRE) (2009 mare by STOWAWAY (GB)); in GB/IRE in , unplaced at 6 years; in GB/IRE in N.H. Flat races

, unplaced at 6 years, unplaced at 7 yearspoint-to-points
Sarmad (FR) (1989 horse by KALAGLOW), unraced in GB/IRE.
Shergaara (FR) (1993 mare by DOYOUN), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam of-

SHERJADIL (FR) (1998 mare by MUJADIL (USA)); in France, won 1 race, £3,362 at 2 years, placed 3 times, £3,182 at 3 years;
dam of-
MAN O'DEAL (FR) (2004 horse by MAN O WEST (FR)); in Germany, unplaced at 4 years, won 1 race and placed once, £1,845

at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.
Ocean Away (FR) (2006 horse by EQUERRY (USA)); in France, placed 3 times, £3,883 at 3 years, unplaced at 6 years; in

France over jumps, placed once, £3,495 at 3 years, unplaced, £876 at 4 years, unplaced, £675 at 6 years.
Periapsis (FR) (2008 mare by APSIS (GB)); in France over jumps, placed once, £1,310 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years, unplaced

at 5 years, placed once, £1,436 at 9 years, unplaced at 10 years.
Shershima (FR) (2003 mare by SCRIBE (IRE)); in Germany, unplaced at 4 years.

Sesamoid (IRE) (2001 horse by GRAND LODGE (USA)); in Italy, placed twice, £861 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years, exported to
Italy.

Secret Wings (IRE) (1999 mare by IN THE WINGS), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam of-
Islares (FR) (2003 horse by DR FONG (USA)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, placed once, £724 at 3 years.
Aimara Secret (FR) (2005 gelding by UNTIL SUNDOWN (USA)); in France, unplaced, £340 at 4 years; in France over jumps,

unplaced at 4 years.
Macouria Secrete (FR) (2007 mare by HIGH YIELD (USA)); in France over jumps, unplaced at 4 years.

Kahyagaara (FR) (2004 mare by KAHYASI), unraced in GB/IRE.
(2005 mare by LOUP SOLITAIRE (USA)).

Shamil (GB) (1994 horse by SAUMAREZ), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France.
Queens Way (FR) (1995 mare by ZAFONIC (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-

LEANDROS WAY (GB) (1999 horse by POLISH PRECEDENT (USA)); in Greece, won 1 race, £5,643 at 3 years, won 4 races,
£18,250 at 5 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times, £13,768 at 6 years, exported to Greece.

FORGET IT (GB) (2005 gelding by GALILEO (IRE)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years, placed twice, £1,472 at 3 years, unplaced at 4
years; in GB/IRE over , placed twice, £1,616 at 4 years, won 1 race, £3,903 at 5 years; in GB/IRE over , won 1hurdles fences
race, £3,903 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed once, £6,389 at 6 years, unplaced at 7 years.

Malling (GB) (2001 horse by HALLING (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 2 years; in Spain, placed once, £85 at 3 years, placed 5
times, £411 at 4 years, exported to Spain.

Forsake (IRE) (2004 gelding by SAKHEE (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Icarus Way (FR) (1997 gelding by VETTORI (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to Greece.

Sherzad (1983 horse by HABITAT); in GB/IRE, placed once, £305 at 3 years; in Sweden, placed twice at 4 years, sire in Denmark, exported
to Sweden.

Shamarzana (1987 mare by DARSHAAN), see above.
Sherzana (1985 mare by GREAT NEPHEW), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam of-

SHEMARAN (IRE) (1992 horse by KAHYASI); in GB/IRE, placed once, £1,122 at 2 years, won 3 races and placed twice, £55,496 at 3
years; in USA, unplaced, £2,003 at 3 years;  Gallinule Stakes, Curragh, , 1m 2f, 1995, Royal Whip Stakes, Curragh, ,won Gr.2 Gr.3
1m 2f, 1995;  in Derrinstown Stud Derby Trial Stakes, Leopardstown, , 1m 2f, 1995, Hotel Conrad Silver Race, Curragh, second Gr.3

, 1m 2f, 1995, exported to USAL
SHERAKA (IRE) (1993 mare by DOYOUN); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed once, £10,731 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed twice,

£14,871 at 3 years;  Leopardstown 1000 Guineas Trial, Leopardstown, , 7f, 1996;  in Juddmonte Beresford Stakes,won L second
Curragh, , 1m, 1995; dam of-Gr.3
Sharkat (IRE) (1998 mare by KAHYASI), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam of-

GINGERBREAD BOY (IRE) (2003 gelding by DESERT PRINCE (IRE)); in France, placed twice, £3,830 at 2 years, won 2
races and placed twice, £18,719 at 3 years, placed 4 times, £8,615 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed 4 times, £16,139 at 5
years, won 3 races and placed twice, £25,679 at 6 years, placed 3 times, £5,929 at 7 years, unplaced at 8 years, placed once,
£875 at 9 years, unplaced at 10 years, exported to France.

SIDDHARTHA (FR) (2011 gelding by CREACHADOIR (IRE)); in France over jumps, won 1 race and placed once, £7,483 at 3
years, placed 3 times, £11,588 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed once, £6,706 at 5 years.

Spinning Wave (FR) (2005 horse by SPINNING WORLD (USA)); in France, placed once, £1,115 at 2 years, placed once,
£2,096 at 3 years; in France over jumps, placed 3 times, £21,676 at 3 years, placed once, £1,660 at 4 years.

Arkat (FR) (2008 horse by BALLINGARRY (IRE)); in France over jumps, placed 4 times, £10,567 at 4 years, placed 6 times,
£29,898 at 5 years, placed once, £2,800 at 6 years.

Sheenann (FR) (2010 mare by SAINT DES SAINTS (FR)); in France over jumps, placed 8 times, £18,435 at 3 years, placed 6
times, £5,405 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years.

Shariputra (IRE) (2004 mare by MONTJEU (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to Germany.
Le Bex (FR) (2006 horse by GREEN TUNE (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.



Octavien (FR) (2012 gelding by CROSSHARBOUR (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE.
SHEREGORI (IRE) (1990 gelding by DARSHAAN); in GB/IRE, placed once, £215 at 3 years, placed twice, £361 at 6 years; in GB/IRE

over , unplaced at 3 years, won 1 race and placed once, £3,643 at 4 years, unplaced at 6 years.hurdles
Sherabad (IRE) (1995 horse by AKARAD (FR)); (,died at 3 years); in GB/IRE, placed once, £339 at 3 years.
Sherkiya (IRE) (1994 mare by GOLDNEYEV (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam of-

CHOC ICE (IRE) (1998 mare by KAHYASI); in France, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £35,062 at 2 years, won 1 race and placed
4 times, £25,605 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed once, £18,651 at 4 years; in Hong Kong, unplaced at 3 years; in Italy, placed
once, £14,810 at 4 years; in USA, won 1 race, £200,000 at 3 years, unplaced, £30,821 at 4 years;  E P Taylor Stakes,won
Woodbine, , 1m 2f, 2001, Prix de Boulogne, Longchamp, , 1m 2f, 2002;  in Premio Lydia Tesio, Rome, , 1mGr.1 L second Gr.2
2f, 2002;  in Prix Saint-Alary, Longchamp, , 1m 2f, 2001, Prix Marcel Boussac-Royal Barriere, Longchamp, , 1m,third Gr.1 Gr.1
2000, Prix d'Aumale, Chantilly, , 1m, 2000, Grand Prix de Vichy, Vichy, , 1m 2f, 2002, Criterium du Fonds EuropeenGr.3 Gr.3
de L'Elevage, Deauville, , 1m, 2000, exported to France; dam of-L
KHATEEB (IRE) (2005 horse by KING'S BEST (USA)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed 4 times, £11,990 at 3 years, won 2

races and placed twice, £42,434 at 4 years;  Sky Bet Y'shire Festival Pomfret Stakes, Pontefract, , 1m, 2009, exportedwon L
to Italy.

CHOCK A BLOCK (IRE) (2006 gelding by DALAKHANI (IRE)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed once, £26,117 at 3
years, placed 3 times, £6,015 at 4 years, placed once, £3,301 at 5 years; in France, won 1 race, £12,500 at 2 years; won
Haafhd Godolphin Stakes, Newmarket, , 1m 4f, 2009.L

COURCHEVEL (IRE) (2007 mare by WHIPPER (USA)); in France, placed once, £8,544 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed
twice, £42,875 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years;  Prix Ceres, Saint-Cloud, , 7f, 2010, exported to France.won L

ROCK THE RACE (FR) (2011 horse by WHIPPER (USA)); in France, placed 5 times, £14,500 at 3 years; in France over
jumps, placed once, £2,692 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed 7 times, £104,242 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed 4 times,
£91,103 at 5 years, unplaced, £8,697 at 6 years, placed 4 times, £37,076 at 7 years;  Prix Hardatit Handicap Hurdle,won
Auteuil, , 2m 2f, 2016, P.Guillaume de Pracomtal Handicap Hurdle, Auteuil, , 2m 2f, 2015;  in Prix Le Guales deL L second
Mezaubran Hcp Hurdle, Auteuil, , 2m 3f 110y, 2015, P. Alain & Gilles de Goulaine Hcp Hurdle, Auteuil, , 2m 2f, 2015; L L

 in Prix Dawn Run Hurdle, Auteuil, , 2m 3f 110y, 2016third L
AMAJIRO (IRE) (2010 gelding by DALAKHANI (IRE)); in France, won 1 race and placed once, £8,577 at 3 years, won 2 races

and placed 3 times, £14,876 at 4 years, won 2 races and placed 5 times, £17,792 at 5 years, won 3 races and placed 3 times,
£30,971 at 6 years, placed once, £2,051 at 7 years, placed once, £2,832 at 8 years, unplaced, £541 at 9 years, exported to
France.

Ice Rock (IRE) (2004 mare by ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, placed twice, £4,966 at 3 years.
Duo de Choc (IRE) (2009 mare by MANDURO (GER)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Chokhani (IRE) (2013 mare by DALAKHANI (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years.

ROYAL OATH (USA) (2003 horse by KINGMAMBO (USA)); in GB/IRE, won 2 races, £11,464 at 3 years, won 1 race and placed
3 times, £90,876 at 4 years; in Canada, won 1 race, £94,132 at 5 years, placed once, £5,098 at 6 years; in United Arab Emirates,
placed once, £28,945 at 5 years;  King Edward Handicap, Woodbine, , 1m 1f, 2008;  in Dubai Commercial Bankwon Gr.2 second
Al Fahidi Fort, Nad Al Sheba, , 1m, 2008, Sony Summer Mile Stakes, Ascot, , 7f 110y, 2007, exported to CanadaGr.2 Gr.2

QUINMASTER (USA) (2002 gelding by LINAMIX (FR)); in GB/IRE, won 3 races and placed once, £113,585 at 4 years, won 1
race and placed twice, £24,459 at 5 years, won 1 race and placed 3 times, £18,753 at 6 years, placed twice, £9,687 at 7 years,
placed once, £3,615 at 8 years, unplaced at 9 years, unplaced at 10 years; in France, unplaced at 2 years, won 2 races and placed
5 times, £29,999 at 3 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 3 years, placed twice, £1,421 at 4 years, won 1 race and placedhurdles
3 times, £24,043 at 5 years, placed once, £3,039 at 6 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 6 years;  Glencairn Stakes,fences won
Leopardstown, , 1m, 2007, Bar-One Racing For Auction Nov. Hurdle, Navan, , 2m, 2007;  in Glencairn Stakes,L L second
Leopardstown, , 1m, 2009L

ROYAL REPRIEVE (USA) (2005 horse by KINGMAMBO (USA)); in USA, won 1 race and placed twice, £3,191 at 4 years.
(2001 horse by BERING).
Golden Mourne (USA) (2006 horse by SEEKING THE GOLD (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.
(2008 horse by MINESHAFT (USA)); (died as a yearling).

Shezerma (IRE) (1997 mare by KAHYASI), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam of-
SHEDARIAN (FR) (2002 gelding by GRAND LODGE (USA)); in GB/IRE, unplaced at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years; in France, won

1 race and placed once, £3,121 at 3 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years, placed once, £1,469hurdles
at 5 years; in GB/IRE over , unplaced at 5 years.fences

Sky Hope (FR) (2009 horse by SINNDAR (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, unplaced at 3 years; in France over jumps, placed
once, £3,600 at 3 years.

(2004 mare by SELKIRK (USA)).
(2005 horse by SENDAWAR (IRE)).
Sherwana (GB) (2006 mare by TRADITIONALLY (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France; dam of-

SHERWAFAN (FR) (2010 horse by DELLA FRANCESCA (USA)); in France, unplaced, £650 at 3 years; in France over jumps,
unplaced, £3,768 at 3 years, won 4 races and placed 5 times, £37,451 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed 5 times, £33,682 at 5
years, placed once, £8,482 at 6 years, placed 5 times, £8,845 at 8 years.

Sherwaka (FR) (2011 mare by ENRIQUE (GB)); in France, placed once, £1,301 at 2 years, placed 3 times, £4,083 at 3 years,
unplaced, £388 at 4 years; in France over jumps, placed 3 times, £4,679 at 4 years.

Shelbiyna (FR) (2007 mare by TIGER HILL (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.
Desert Springs (FR) (2010 horse by DESERT STYLE (IRE)), unraced in GB/IRE.

Sheragia (IRE) (1999 mare by DOYOUN), unraced in GB/IRE; dam of-
SHERIDANIYA (IRE) (2006 mare by SINNDAR (IRE)); in GB/IRE, won 1 race and placed twice, £9,077 at 3 years, unplaced at 4

years.
Sherakat (IRE) (2004 mare by INCHINOR (GB)); in France, placed 5 times, £9,156 at 3 years, placed twice, £5,001 at 4 years,



exported to France; dam of-
SHEPTON JOA (FR) (2013 mare by KENTUCKY DYNAMITE (USA)); in France, won 1 race and placed once, £6,356 at 2

years, won 3 races and placed 4 times, £23,088 at 3 years, won 2 races and placed twice, £19,059 at 4 years, won 1 race and
placed 3 times, £13,289 at 6 years; in France over jumps, placed once, £3,829 at 4 years, won 1 race, £13,593 at 5 years.

SHERGARINA (FR) (2010 mare by DESERT STYLE (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 2 years, won 2 races and placed 3 times,
£17,967 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years.

SIBIRIL (FR) (2011 gelding by MARTALINE (GB)); in France, won 1 race, £5,000 at 3 years; in France over jumps, placed 3
times, £10,698 at 4 years, won 1 race and placed once, £9,956 at 5 years, unplaced at 6 years.

Shazen (FR) (2012 horse by GENTLEWAVE (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 2 years.
Shermiyna (IRE) (2005 mare by BARATHEA (IRE)); in France, placed twice, £2,794 at 3 years, exported to France; dam of-

SHERKING (FR) (2011 horse by KING'S BEST (USA)); in France, unplaced, £894 at 2 years, won 2 races and placed 4 times,
£22,625 at 3 years, placed twice, £7,411 at 4 years, unplaced at 5 years; in Germany, unplaced at 5 years; in Switzerland,
placed twice, £2,857 at 5 years.

(2010 horse by AZAMOUR (IRE)).
Shiriyna (IRE) (2007 mare by TIGER HILL (IRE)); in France, unplaced at 3 years, placed twice, £4,009 at 4 years; in France over

jumps, unplaced at 4 years, exported to France; dam of-
So You Cap Ferrat (FR) (2015 horse by SO YOU THINK (NZ)); in France, placed once, £2,124 at 3 years, unplaced at 4 years.
Romeo Jr Cap Ferra (FR) (2013 horse by ELUSIVE CITY (USA)), unraced in GB/IRE.

Shargiya (IRE) (2008 mare by DIKTAT (GB)), unraced in GB/IRE, exported to France.
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